BEHIND EVERY GREAT BRAND, IS A GREAT STORY

a world of new opportunities
Dear valued customer
The global recession of 2009 sadly impacted on almost everybody,
and our industry was no exception with the loss of some national
battery distributors and ongoing consolidation for many.
However, the strength of our brand and our global markets ensured
all divisions remained very resilient through very difficult market
conditions. In fact, our main European Markets saw growth of 3%
as customers switched over completely to Elecsol technologies.
As you will see from the catalogue, the launch of our niche new
products primarily for renewable energy (solar and wind) and electric
vehicle markets make 2010 a very exciting time for us. Elecsol
remains financially very strong and consequently in a position to continue
to grow our market share in UK, Europe and South East Asia.

We are gradually introducing distributors into America and anticipate
a national distribution service in the USA by the second quarter of 2011.
Naturally, our focus remains on you, our customer, making sure our
products meet your requirements, whilst our aftercare dealer support
programme is paramount in offering you any support necessary to
ensure we both achieve our quality standards, goals and targets.
Thank you for your continued support, and may we all look confidently
to the future.

Steve Gallimore
MANAGING DIRECTOR

A DECADE OF POWER AND MORE 1997 - 2010

a world of power applications
product range/specifications
Product

Capacity

CCA

Dimensions

Cold cranking

LxWxH

Weight

RRP
inclusive of VAT

Elecsol 70

70AH

300

242 x 175 x 190mm

16.5kg

£84.00

Elecsol 100

100AH

375

278 x 175 x 190mm

19.6kg

£104.00

Elecsol 110

110AH

450

353 x 175 x 190mm

25.2kg

£114.00

Elecsol 125

125AH

550

344 x 172 x 235mm

28.5kg

£139.00

Elecsol 220

220AH

700

513 x 223 x 223mm

49.0kg

£236.00

Elecsol 270

270AH

800

513 x 270 x 240mm

62.2kg

£308.00

battery invertor selection guidelines
Inverter Size

Optimum Battery Bank Size

Battery Type

1000W

440 amps

4 x Elecsol 110 or 2 x Elecsol 220

1500W

500 amps

4 x Elecsol 125

2000W

660 amps

3 x Elecsol 220

2500W

880 amps

4 x Elecsol 220 or 3 x Elecsol 270

a battery so advanced, it’s guaranteed 5 years ahead!
Elecsol batteries have proven themselves over the last decade to
consistently offer 3 x the cycling life, more power - less weight, than
conventional batteries. We offer you an unrivalled five year guarantee
which is backed up both nationally and internationally with distributors
supporting the product in every continent worldwide. Our latest range

of batteries are manufactured in a completely sealed for life design,
requiring no maintenance. As we go forward into our next decade we
will continue to develop our product technologies to improve the ways
our customers enjoy their leisure time.

LATEST SEALED FOR LIFE DESIGN

ULTIMATE 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

Our latest range of batteries are available in a
completely sealed for life design requiring no
topping up or maintenance throughout the life of
the battery. Recombient valve technology is
employed allowing for all gases created during the
charge/discharge cycle to be replenished through
the electrolyte.This ensures water levels remain
constant at all times with no loss.

A full 5 year Guarantee is offered world-wide for
all our products for Deep Cycling Applications and
Engine Start.

MORE POWER - LESS WEIGHT
Elecsol batteries offer higher power and
performance through the use of unique patented
carbon fibre technology.
Independent tests prove they give 20% more
power output for no increase in the overall weight
of the battery.

PRODUCT ENDORSEMENTS
Elecsol batteries have received the following
endorsements:
I Which I Caravan Life I Caravan Club
I Team Group 4 I Auto Trail Motorhomes

3 X THE CYCLING LIFE
The carbon fibre technology employed in the
Elecsol battery range significantly increases the
cycling performance and life of the battery when
compared to equivalent semi traction batteries.
Elecsol batteries will complete over 1000 deep
discharge cycles - 3 times as many cycles as the
nearest equivalent.

UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE
WITH SOLAR
Elecsol batteries complement the use of solar
panels, they are capable of accepting even the
smallest amount of charging current - allowing
for overcast conditions whilst ensuring optimum
power output at all times.

20% more power out, no maintenance required
INSPIRATION BY ELECSOL
Our new range of batteries have the following
improvements:
I New improved distinctive orange top image.
I New S type separator for even more
power output.

INVERTER USE
Elecsol batteries offer the perfect solution for use
with inverters, they can accept higher charging
currents whilst ensuring they can be continuously
over discharged or even left in a discharged state
permanently with no loss of capacity on recharge.

I A 5 year guarantee for all applications
(previously 4 years for boats).
I Carbon Fibre optimisation for improved
cold cranking and cycling performance.
I ‘MAINTENANCE FREE’ to European
DIN specifications.

A WORLD OF APPLICATIONS
DUAL PURPOSE
Carbon Fibres strengthen the grid ensuring
no plate buckling when used for engine starting
purposes. Elecsol batteries can be successfully
used as a dual purpose engine start and deep
cycle battery.

Employed world-wide by a diverse consumer
and industrial user platform, Elecsol batteries can
be used successfully in the following list of
applications:- Motorhomes, Caravans, Narrowboats,
Cruising / Yachting, Cars, Electric vehicles, Electric
scooters, Commercial vehicles, Tail-lifts, Renewable
energy systems, Solar, Standby power.

INNOVATION BY ELECSOL
(NO PLATE SULPHATION)
Incredible but true! The major failure of traditional
leisure batteries is plate sulphation. This is caused
by continuously discharging the battery or leaving
the battery in a flat condition. Upon recharging,
the capacity loss is significant as a large portion of
the battery plates have a permanent deposition
of lead sulphate. Carbon fibre technology
incorporated in the Elecsol range of batteries
ensures the battery can be deeper discharged
without permanent damage resulting. Highly
conductive carbon fibres allow acid to flow deeper
into the plate forming a conductive network within
the grid preventing the build up of lead sulphation.

technical data
Carbon Fibre is not only a very strong material but also an excellent electrical
conductor. When used in the manufacturing process, it reinforces the
lead plates and helps prevent the plates from shredding the oxide paste.
Millions of strands of Carbon Fibre build up a conductive network within
the grid itself. This gives greater plate surface area able to absorb the
charge faster and more efficiently. The Carbon Fibres act as an Osmosis

so, the battery still uses lead?
Yes, the plates are still lead oxide.
The addition of the Carbon Fibres
have enabled the plates to reduce in
size whilst still keeping the capacity high.

Pump ensuring acid is drawn deeper into the plate, utilising more of the
potential capacity.
The high strength of the grids ensure no plate buckling under high
cranking loads. This is unusual in a leisure battery as conventionally the
plates under these conditions will buckle. The ELECSOL range has been
specifically designed for dual purpose use.

new product range
Due to growing demands for both Solar and Wind energy, and the continuous
pursuit of automobile manufacturers for commercially viable “hybrid”
technologies, Elecsol will add their patented carbon fibre technology to a whole
new range of battery products in 2010. Already well respected and recognised
in it’s field, Elecsol’s new products will include AGCFM (advanced glass carbon
fibre mat) and TGCF (Thixotropic glass carbon fibre), offering competitively
priced solutions that meet demanding performance requirements.
Whilst initially limited, the product will be expanded to offer a
complimentary range to the leisure market in early 2011.

technical data
battery charging is as easy as abc
with the elecsol brand of smart chargers
The latest range of intelligent battery chargers from Elecsol brings you the ABC Series, where it
really is as simple as ABC to charge your batteries correctly. Simply connect and forget, as they can
be connected for long periods of time without damaging your batteries. Intelligent micro sensor
technology ensures your batteries are always kept in a fully charged condition, without the need
to worry about flat batteries.
THE ABC PROFESSIONAL SERIES
Elecsol designs and develops a prestige range of
intelligent battery chargers, accommodating the
needs of both consumer and professional users.
Housed in a stylish and strong aluminium casing,
charging has never been easier, simply connect
and forget.

SAVE MONEY
Incorrectly charging your batteries will
significantly reduce their life. Our latest range
of chargers always ensure your batteries are
kept in tip-top condition whilst maximising the
life of the battery.

SAFETY
The Elecsol series of chargers do not damage
sensitive electronics. They are short circuit proof,
reverse polarity protected and with their patent
pending spark protection technology they can be
safely used outdoors.

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
Your battery can now be charged much faster
than many conventional chargers when used in
conjunction with high performance long-life
batteries, with the charging times being up to
20% quicker.
A flat battery can ruin your day and your holiday,
avoid that mistake with the ABC intelligent
charger from the name you can trust and rely on.
The charger has a built in pulse maintenance
mode which makes sure your battery is always
ready for the journey ahead.

APPLICATIONS AND FLEXIBILITY
The ABC 10Amp and 20Amp battery chargers
in our latest range provide the ideal charging
solution for caravan, motorhome, RV and
boat owners. They can be used to charge all
types of lead acid batteries, Elecsol, flooded,
mf, gel and AGM batteries.

SIMPLICITY
Pulse maintenance for maximum battery life,
connect and forget.

FEATURES
1. Eight stage charging steps
(See overleaf for Technical Data)
2. Short circuit protection
3. Overload protection
4. Reverse polarity protection. Unique LCD
(or current meter) indicating charging status
5. Constant bulk charging current
6. Advanced SMD technology
7. Reliable
8. Elegant and stylish design
9. Available in two sizes; ABC 10Amp
and 20Amp

charger range

Model: ABC-1210M 10Amp

product range/specifications
Model: ABC-1220M 20Amp

Product

Dimensions
LxWxH

Weight

RRP
inclusive of VAT

Elecsol ABC 1210M

167 x 103 x 50mm

0.9kg

£85.00

Elecsol ABC 1220M

190 x 118 x 58mm

1.2kg

£96.00

technical data
EIGHT STEPS
to perfect batteries
with ABC charging

Desulphation

Soft Start

Bulk

Absorption

Analysis

Recond

Float

Pulse

Recovers a
sulphated battery

Tests the battery
condition

Bulk charge

Peak charge with
minimal fluid loss

Tests whether the
battery retains
the energy

Reconditioning of
a drained battery

Maintenance for
maximum
performance

Maintenance for
maximum
battery life

Desulphation

Soft Start

Bulk

Absorption

Analysis

Recond

Float

Pulse

Product

Desulphation

Bulk

Absorption

Float Pulse

Float Voltage

ABC 1210M

Yes

10Amp

14.5 +/- 0.2v

Yes

13.4 +/- 0.2v

ABC 1220M

Yes

20Amp

14.5 +/- 0.2v

Yes

13.4 +/- 0.2v

Product

Voltage

Current Ripple

Minimum Battery

Maximum Battery

ABC 1210M

12v

2%

1.2A/H

125A/H

ABC 1220M

12v

2%

1.2A/H

270A/H

product endorsements
Caravan Life Magazine
We feel that the performance given by this battery is more than up to standard and
certainly better than many other batteries on the market.
We chose the larger of the two batteries, rated at 90 -110 ampere hours (ah), charged
it fully and then put it through a series of heavy discharges.
Voltage was checked every half-hour until it had reached 12V. We then lowered the
voltage to just under 11V. The battery was taken off load, allowed to settle and
further discharged with a 5-amp load to 10.8V.
If a battery is to recover from any treatment received it will regain its original full
voltage of 12.7V under charge after being allowed to settle for 12 hours. If permanent
damage has been done it will not recover.
After the second discharge the battery was put back on charge and left for 24 hours.
During this time it dropped back to a nominal float voltage of 13.8V. It was then
disconnected. After a further 12 hours the voltage was rechecked every 12 hours for
a three-day period, during which the open circuit voltage remained steady at 12.7V.

ELECSOL 90/110
The Elecsol battery is a clear winner for several
reasons. Carbon fibre plate construction makes
it lightweight, of obvious benefit when lifting
and carrying. Carbon fibre is also a strong
material and conducts electricity well. Suitable
for both leisure use and car starting – mounting
lugs are moulded on the battery case – this
battery is competitively priced and comes with
five-year guarantee.
AT A GLANCE
RRP: £109
CAPACITY: 110A/h
SIZE (LxWxH): 352x175x195mm
WEIGHT: 25kg
GUARANTEE: five years
TEL: 0800 163298
WEBSITE: elecsolbatteries.com

THE CARAVAN
CLUB MAGAZINE’S

BEST BUY

product endorsements
Auto-Trail Motorhomes
“Quality” is their aim, their desire and their achievement.
Everything is reflected in the quality Motorhomes they
manufacture with their sleek and elegant lines.
Their attention to detail, workmanship and craftsmanship is a fine
art, and their desire to have the optimum quality and
specification combined, unites in thousands of parts that engage
perfectly with each other.
Highly respected and innovative, Auto-Trail stands synonymously
as a market leader and chooses Elecsol batteries as their
standard (OEM) battery.
The Elecsol brand is recognised for that same level of quality,
innovation and workmanship, and we are proud to work in
partnership with AutoTrail.

VISION by Elecsol
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Elecsol International is setting out a revolutionary research and
development programme to take current lead acid battery technology
and chemistry to performance levels previously thought impossible to
achieve, and equal to that of lithium-ion and nickel-metal hydryde cells.
OUR AIM AND PROJECT GOALS
To address the optimum battery manufacturing materials and chemistry to
provide equivalent capacity and performance parameters of current
electric hybrid vehicle battery cells for a fraction of the price. We intend
to open up mass market production of electric hybrid vehicles in the 21st
century and beyond. To create a battery technology that will ensure and
enable a true competitive technology to mains grid electricity supply.
We are determined and committed with a large R & D funding structure
to make this a commercial reality.
TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
Our proposed current collectors have 4X greater surface area than
conventional solid lead current collectors. The capability of any battery
system is directly related to the surface area of its current collectors
exposed to its battery chemistry without compromising their strength
or resistance to vibration, erosion and loss of material.

Conventional sealed flooded and gel lead acid batteries typically use
lead moulded into a grid pattern as a current collector. The surface area
of a conventional current collector is approximately 4.6cm(2) per cm(3).
Our battery is intended to employ an extremely high specific surface
area 16-18cm(2) per cm(3) open cell. Novel composite materials are
intended to be used to significantly raise positive mass utilisation. We
intend to develop relatively low cost manufacturing methods to ensure
the cost to produce these novel batteries is not increased significantly.
The future of lead acid battery technology is in our hands. Our
company, brand and reputation is capable of harnessing new
technology into marketable products.

strategic partners
Elecsol Distributors and Partners around the world.
1. Naust Marine, Skeidaaras 3, 210 Gardabaar, Iceland
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9

1

2. Surface Power Technologies, Uderas Industrial Park,
Touremakeady, County Mayo, Ireland
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3. RG Ellis Limited, Isabelle House, Route Isabelle,
St Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 1QR
4. Loaboat Industries, Z1 Du Mousitor, F-F6950, Crach, France
5. SECMA, Rue Denfert, Rocherau, 59580, Aniche, France
6. Hollinger Solar, Wattwerke, Strasse 1, 4416 Butendorf, Switzerland
7. Stange Energie Technik, Lise-Meitner, Strabe 15,
40764, Langefield, Germany
8. Centurion Akku, (Nederlandse Accumlatoren Productie BV),
Postbus 2427 6040EA, Roermond, Holland
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9. Scanpocon, Agerhatten 5, DK 5220, Odense, Denmark
10. Euro Solar, Haikanka 1, 21200, Raisio, Finland
11. Technibat, Cani D’ Albai, 125-127 Beniparrell, Valencia, Spain
12. Energyvolt Iberica SA, Marine De Cascais, P-2750-800, Cascais, Portugal
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13. Saim Roma, Lungomare, Della, Salute 2,00054, Fiumicino, Roma, Italy
14. Proosis SA, 68 Chaldeias, Str, 16677, Helliniko, Greece
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15. Marine Deniz, Araclari, Fenerbache, 81030, Istabul, Turkey
16. Nathher Tech Services, PO Box 85186, Dubai
17. Shenzhen Royal Technology, 736 Jjeta Building, Shennan,
Central Road, No 3039, Shenzhen, 518031, China.
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6

18. Business Marine, PO Box 8036, Roggebaai, Capetown, South Africa
19. Absorbed Power Units, 2/30 Morley Street, Cooparoo, Queensland, 4151 Australia
20. Alphatron Pacific, PO Box North Shore Mail CTR, Auckland 1333,
William Pickering Drive, New Zealand

For Elecsol dealers in the UK and Ireland please call free
on 0800 16 32 98. We can guarantee to have a stockist
nationwide within 20 miles of your post code.

For a full range of products and related information please visit:

www.elecsolbatteries.com

At elecsol we care about saving this planet and we want to make a real
difference to how our customers enjoy their leisure time. Please visit our
website where you can read our environmental policy in full.

www.elecsolbatteries.com

www.bzmarketing.co.uk

GB PATENT No. 2299702 / US PATENT No. 5741588

10986

YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST:

Elecsol Europe
3 Westwood Court, Clayhill Industrial Park, Neston, South Wirral, UK, CH64 3UH
Telephone: 0800 16 32 98 Email: info@elecsolbatteries.com

